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ABSTRACT

This thesis seeks to expand the potential role of urban design for informal places under the process of formalization. More

specifically, it examines the spatial principles that comprise the successful cultural and economic underpinnings of a self-made

place and then find opportunities for design to amplify or improve upon them. To make such strategies practical, the thesis

asks a methodological question: how does one design for variety and participation, towards a vision that will unfold over time

and by the hands of many actors, without compromising one's role as a designer?

An exceptional case study, La Salada Fair, provides intial design principles. A large commercial market covering a dense

half square mile in Buenos Aires, Argentina, La Salada represents the increasing tendency for users to shape sophisticated

and culturally influential urban spaces in the modern metropolis, particularly in the context of weakened governance. Yet

without an external eye overseeing the process, there are inherent limits to the scope of concerns. Shaped by new insights and

critiques, a design proposal imagines a future for the factory-market. Taking the form of a conceptual game, the proposal

compresses an incremental formation process, presents a method for collective evaluation, and clarifies the role of design.
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1. Setting the Scene

Problem Statement

This thesis seeks to expand the potential role of urban

design in informal places under the process of self-

formalization. More specifically, it examines spatial

principles that comprise the successful cultural and
economic underpinnings of a self-made place and
then finds opportunities for design to sustain, amplify,
or improve upon them.

Finally, to make such strategies practical, the thesis
asks a methodological question. In such a context,
how does one design for variety and participation,
towards a vision that will unfold over time and by the

hands of many actors, without compromising one's

role as an architect?

An exceptional case study provides the intial design

principles from which to evolve. The commercial fair
of La Salada ascends controversionally on a half-square
mile in the most rapidly urbanizing corner of Buenos

Aires. Paralleling Argentina's economic reforms of the

early 90s, the fair emerged as an informal enterprise,

evolving into a regional hub absorbing a sizeable labor

force of small garment producers and distributors an

bringing in 30,000 people with each opening.'

More important to the thesis is the social function of

the zone, which in many ways exceeds its commercial
role. Like a city within the periphery, it delivers public
services, gives rise to transnational festivals, and serves
as an important knowledge-sharing space for migrant
workers (migrants from interior Argentina and im-
migrants from Bolivia comprise many of the workers
and consumers at La Salada).

However, questionable environmental and produc-

tive practices severely overshadow the legitimacy of

La Salada. Globalization theorist Roland Robertson

argues that play events at the site directly target the

need for legitimacy.2 As a result, La Salada presents

1 Nacho, Giron. La Salada: Radiografia de la feria
mas pol6mica de Latinoam6rica. 2011. Buenos Aires: Edi-
ciones B, 2011. 308. Print.
2 d'Angiolillo, Julian. "Eeria La Salada: una cen-
tralidad periferica intermitente en el Gran Buenos Aires."
El Nuevo Municipio. (2010): 11. Web. 3 May. 2012. <http://
www.elnuevomunicipio.com.ar/wp-content/uploads/1.
Feria-La-Salada.pdfx
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more than a place of work but a new category of ur-

ban space built by and for the migrant.

The fair represents the increasing tendency for us-

ers to shape sophisticated and culturally influential

urban spaces in the modern metropolis, particularly

in the context of weakened governance. Yet without

an external eye overseeing the process, there are

inherent limits to the scope of concerns. Although

environmental degradation, worker exploitation, and

counterfeit production abound, the institution has

managed not only to stay afloat but to grow through

the past years.3

This thesis takes on a semi-hypothetical demise of La

Salada and its production lines, bringing uncertainty

to the livelihood of 100,000 people. It imagines what

a second incarnation would look like: a chance to start

anew with a similar group ethos yet with adjusted eco-

nomic principles as well as thoughtful and adaptable

spaces. The city would be given an opportunity to

reflect on the entity's first life and to extract structural,
formal, and organizational lessons. La Salada would

not disappear immediately, and even once it did, its

ghosts would remain, on site and in the imagination.

It is not unreasonable to imagine the city government

taking on La Salada 2.0 as a project, or being its clos-

3 "Polemica por la legada de La Salada a

Neuquen."InfoGlaciar. N.p., 14 11 2011. Web. 10 Dec. 2011.

<http://www.infoglaciar.com.ar/>.

est supporter. To do so would be to align themselves

with an ongoing regional inquiry into economic

alternatives, to further its own investment in commu-

nity development, and also as a means of tackling the

criminality which emerges in a context of the market.4

However, to re-imagine La Salada in a meaningful

way is to re-imagine its slice of the textile industry- it

is not enough to simply provide an equivalent vend-

ing space, of which there are plenty. Reasons for La

Salada's collective prosperity go beyond the vendor's

post to include the success of larger logistical and re-

tail networks, presence cultivation, site selection, and

production environments.

The study and resulting design proposition is thus
about an ecology of spatial concerns.

4 "Programa Prosur Habitat." Corporaci6n Buenos
Aires Sur S.E. N.p., 2010. Web. 3 May 2012. <http://www.

cbas.gov.ar/prosur.htm).
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Methodology:

In three parts, the investigation consists of a brief
overview of La Salada and its geographic context,
followed by an analysis of spatial conditions which

have contributed to its success, and finally a concep-

tual proposition for the local textile industry which is
based on a synthesis of lessons learned and theories on

collectively generated urban form.

Initial research focused on reasons for the market's

success that could be described by data from news-

papers, classified ads, and online maps. This was fol-
lowed by a month in the field. The goal of field work,
on site and around the city of Buenos Aires, was to

add spatial and architectural elaboration to the ob-
served list of success strategies, to seek and document

clues to discern the nature of La Salada's future, and to
understand how the market entity influences- or fails
to influence- the lives of citizens nearby and in more
remote parts of the city.

To accomplish this, the field methodology included

systematic photography, videography, and speaking
with people on and off site.

The fieldwork also exposed attempts by the government

and activists to provide a more just, creative alternative
to the La Salada production model. To supplement
these initial findings, the thesis includes brief glance at
textile business incubators and skilled-craft cooperatives.
Recent architectural writings about industrial work en-

vironments bring this into perspective.

With the exceedingly taudry picture that remote

study provides of La Salada, it would have been near-
ly impossible to appreciate much of what La Salada

had to offer without taking the approach advocated

by Learningfrom Las Vegas. I allowed for "suspended
disbelief," and attempted, when possible, to withhold
judgment as "a tool to make later judgment more
sensitive" and to discern "variety" over "confusion."5

Urban scholars describe La Salada as a place that

consists of "managed objects" versus intentionally
designed spaces implicitly denying that such a place
could offer discreet architectural or spatial design
strategies.6 Yet there are phenomenological, symbolic,
and aesthetic qualities to La Salada, which shape its
experience in identifiable ways, and mat-building-like
incremental strategies that have enabled its prosper-
ous evolution over time.

Setting aside the "vernacular" surface reading of sym-
bols and image, there will be an attempt to extract
a conceptual overlay, as does the "on-off matrix" in

Junzo Kuroda and Momya Kaijima's analysis of pe-
culiar functional overlapping in everyday buildings in

5 Venturi, Robert, Denise Scott Brown, and Steven
Izenour. Learning From Las Vegas. Revised Edition. New
York: MIT Press, 1977.
6 Martin Peco, "La Salada and a77: The collective
design and self construction of events in urbanism and ar-
chitecture." Informality: Re-Viewing Latin American Cities.
Cambridge, 2011.
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Made in Tokyo. 7 The study will attempt to reconcile

"architecture without architects" with the role of the

designer.

Ideas about process-driven environmental design are

informed by the writings of landscape architect Anne

Whiston Spirn, geographers such as Bill Hillier, and

architectural theorists such as Ann Pendleton-Jullian

and Stan Allen. The design experiments take inspira-

tion from these theoretical foundations.

7 Kuroda, Junzo, and Momoyo Kaijim. Made in

Tokyo: Guide Book. Tokyo: Kajima Institute Publishing Co. ,

2001. Print.
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The Southwest District in Relation to the City of Buenos Aires

Nearly 4.9 million people live in the Matanza-

Riachuelo River Basin, or 13% of the population

of Argentina. 1 The lower basin is comprised of a

canalized industrial urban corridor, delineating the

southern border between the Autonomous City of

Buenos Aires (CABA) and Buenos Aires Province.

Built on low-lying floodplain, the South is historically

of lower socio-economic status and has received less

infrastructural investment than the North.2

The portion of CABA within the basin is a landscape

of high contrast. While it has the highest proportion
of vacant land and buildings in the city, it contains the

densest communities on account of high-rise public

housing complexes and informal villas.3 Southern

CABA has the largest number of people in informal

villas- up to 200,000, or 22% of the total southern

population.4 This sector is heavily concentrated in the

southwest corner.

The extreme polarity between built density and open

space is augmented by the concentration of public

mega parks. La Salada is situated on the edge of this

historic recreation, which marked the periphery as

1 M.C., "Riachuelo Basin: Consensus for action in
the most delayed of Buenos Aires," Cafe de Las Ciudades,
#3, 2002. p. 1.
2 Ibid,, 1.
3 "El Sur en La Ciudad de Buenos Aires." Cuadernos
de trabajo, #6, Centro de Estudios para el Desarrollo Eco-
nomico Metropolitano. 2003. pp. 13-14.
4 Ibid,, 13

politically symbolic space half a century ago by the

Peronist regime. In time, the parks experienced a

combination of disinvestment, mismanagement, and

abandonment, leaving contested ground for informal

re-appropriation.

Despite its social marginality, the Southern corridor

is of high economic and logistical importance to the

city, containing the primary international airport,

central market of food distribution, and the highest

quantity of industrial establishments.5

Contamination is both an inhibitor of development
and a result of the lack thereof: the greatest sources

of contaminants, even surpassing industrial effluvient,
are garbage and biological waste from informal settle-

ments.

Preparing for its candidacy for the 2004 Olympic
games, the city of Buenos Aires proposed to convert

the Matanza-Riachuelo corridor into a modernized
"productive strip" and linear recreation park, supple-

mented by programs for industrial consolidation and

tourism, as well as micro enterprises and incubators in

service of adjacent communities. Yet the overwhelm-

ing consensus was that any economic development
plan was contingent on the success of a complete sani-

tation overhaul of the basin's contaminated waters and

soils. 6 With the recent formation of the ACUMAR

5 M.C., 1.

6 Ibid., 2.
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Centralidades AMBA - 2004
y Mega centralidad Informal
de La Salada

* -

Figure 1 Centralities in Greater buenos Aires and the in-

formal "Mega-centrality" of La Salada Fair, 2004. (Source:

ABBA, A.P. y Laborda, M. CiHaM / FADU / UBA)

Figure 2 "Here too the Nation Grows." Billboard across
from La Salada by the National Presidency, January 2012.
(Source: Author)

multi-jurisdictional basin authority, charged with the
clean-up of the basin, a new transparency is being
forged, bringing new precision to the public's aware-
ness of the weakest and strongest links in the basin.

Amidst a perceived shortage of desirable real estate,
developers and politicians look to the Southern cor-

ridor for the future of the city's economic prosperity.

La Salada sits in the middle as a both landmark and

incendiary.
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Overview of the Fair

Although located on a troubled floodplain, La Salada

Fair is no longer "marginal," in the economic sense.

Since its founding in 1991 by a small group of Boliv-

ian traders, it has expanded through the absorption of

distinct regional communities. 1

People of all incomes will be found here, and the

internal market has the city's highest property value

and revenue surpassing that of all shopping malls in

the city, combined. 2 Both egalitarian and exploitive,
Latin America's largest "informal" market pushes the

limits of the defunct saltwater spas it occupies, as well
as the copying abilities of workers at the lowest tier of

its complex economy. Its scale and status has earned
the scrutinizing eye of international watchdog agen-
cies and social theorists.3

Though largely disconnected from major city transit,
in spatial terms, the site naturally fills a massive gap

in the multi-nodal metropolis. It seems to foreshadow

the Matanza-Riachuelo's destiny as the future of the

1 Adrianna Massidda, "The 'La Salada' Fair (Buenos
Aires) as a Place of Recreation and Construction of Identi-
ties." HistorySpot. https://historyspot.org.uk/podcasts/
sport-and-leisure-history/la-salada-fair-buenos-aires-
place-recreation-and-construction 23 January 2012.
2 TBD
3 Sassen, Saskia. "La Salada: The Largest In-
formal Market In South America." Forbes. 28 03 2011.
Web. 10 Dec. 2011. <http://www.forbes.com/sites/mega-
cities/201 1 /03/28/la-salada-the-largest-informal-market-
in-south-america/>.

city.4 In certain ways, the site represents a new typol-

ogy of urban center that joins characteristics of centers

both old and new.

In the foreseeable future, public tolerance for the mar-
ket's practices will begin to falter. Violent conflicts

in recent months at La Salada between vendors and

public officials may foreshadow eminent closure, or

otherwise a serious transformation reconfiguring ba-

sic ethical concepts upon which the market's unique

ecology is founded.''

4 M.C., "Riachuelo Basin: Consensus for action in

the most delayed of Buenos Aires," Cafe de las Ciudades,

#3, 2002. p. 1.

5 "Jueves y viernes cortaron puente La Noria: Se

enfrentaron a tiros en La Salada y dos puesteros resultaron

heridos." Ambito.com N 4203 14 Jan 2012. Ciudad Aut6no-

ma de Buenos Aires. 1 Feb 2012 <http://www.ambito.com/

noticia.asp?id=620173>.
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historic recreation corridor

irregular settlements

Figure 3-4 La Salada is situated near the southwest corner of Buenos Aires, within the floodplain of the Matanza-Riachuelo River Basin. Despite the historic marginality of this
area, real estate prices within and around the market are currently as high as those in the CBD. (Source: Author, with images from Noticiario Sur and data from ACUMAR) 19
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2. Learning from La Salada
A Hybrid Factory-Market

What leads to the success of the largest informal mar-

ket in Latin America?

The official press tends to fixate on the advantage that
extra-legal marketplaces can obtain over other venues
by illegitimate means such as tax evasion and unfair or

exploitive production practices.' While this may well

help to explain the advantage that low price-of-goods
offers to these venues, there is much less exploration
of the topic of spatial strategies, or locational attri-
butes, which have helped establish the Feria La Salada

as both an economic and cultural phenomenon.

This question is particularly pertinent when the fair

experiences popularity despite a surface reading of

marginality. From a local perspective, this is best

shown in the inconvenience of getting there due to an

incomplete roadway and pedestrian access. Answering
this question around success with a wider spatial bent

1 "La feria La Salada quiere instalarse en Miami." La

Nacion [Buenos Aires] 09 102011, n. pag. Web. 10 Dec. 2011.

<http://www.lanacion.com.ar/1413271 -la-feria-la-salada-

quiere-instalarse-en-miami>.

might have compelling strategic implications for a pe-

riphery which generally struggles to provide equitable
livelihood and services everywhere La Salada is not. 2

Designers pursuing targeted spatial intervention to
improve the socioeconomic conditions of large-scale

settlements in the process of formalization are also
a potential audience. Examining spatial attributes

can work to clarify how the market is able to chal-

lenge accepted notions of core-periphery dependency
theories, as suggested by Scarfi at the University of

Cambridge, or is able to fill gaps of "social inclusion"

left by deficient government presence. I

A detailed mapping of the site-scale appropriation of

public property for the purpose of both primary vend-

2 Marcelo Corti, "Land Policies for Social Reinstate-
ment," Cafs de as Ciudades 41 (March 2006). http://www.
cafedelasciudades.com.ar/ambiente4 1.htm.
3 Scarfi, Juan Pablo. "Challenging Classical Political
Notions on Informality: The Case of La Salada fair in Buenos
Aires." Informality: Re-viewing Latin American Cities Confer-
ence Programme. 2 2011. Ed. Felipe Hernandez. Cambridge,
UK: 2011.13-14.
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ing and auxiliary activities is an attempt to quantify
the degree to which the extralegal appropriation of
"prime" real estate allows for greater profitability than

would a purely formal arrangement.

Next, I examine the hypothesis that achieving a

large, concentrated mass has helped the fair to attract

an equivalent-sized external program, as well as to

achieve a certain quality of urbanity. Finer-grained

examination of the fair's physical evolution explains

how this concentrated mass was achieved by starting

small, with multiple entities growing in parallel, side

by side.

In defining the success La Salada, the contribution

of the social function of the zone arguably exceeds

its commercial role.4 Mapping zones of play on-site

demonstrates how this social function intersects the

commercial.

Continuing, the chapter examines experiential quali-

ties of landscape sequences that help to solidify the

market's monumental presence.

Regional-scale factors provide some geographic per-

spective. One asks more specifically: how does La

4 Schiavo, Ester Schiavo. "The Paradox between the
informality and the social inclusion in metropolitan cities.

The Case of the fair "La Salada" in Buenos Aires." Informal-
ity: Re-Viewing Latin American Cities Conference. 2 2011.
Ed. Felipe Hernandez. Cambridge, UK: 2011. 14.

Salada, located in the southwest periphery of Buenos

Aires metropolitan area, reach customers? A series of

maps attempts to tackle this question by breaking it

down: first, where and from what social class or in-

come group does La Salada draw customers from, and

to what extent do the goods and services of La Salada

reach places of "prestige," or higher income? Second,

what forms the regional access network? The maps

demonstrate that La Salada overcomes its geographic

marginality at by feeding small, distributed retail loca-

tions across the city and relying on informal regional

access points.

Livelihood is the center of La Salada's founding and

ongoing purpose. Without delving into economic

theory, the thesis simply posits that spatial factors of

proximity, size and autonomy have some influence on

the fair's capacity to sustain livelihood.

In summary, a chart provides an overview of the ex-

amined factors. It decides if the heart of each lies in

location, program, process, or form.

21



Selecting a Site

Lessons:

Appropriate a site with flexible ownership and
symbolic weight. At La Salada, public ownership of
land accomodates spontaneous growth. Meanwhile,
its identity is magnified by the legacy of the historic
public spas upon which it sits. However, users exploit
the commons to a harmful extreme, eliminating a
lagoon crucial to the drainage of the floodplain.

Select a site connected to a citywide intermodal
network. La Salada suffers due to its disconnect from
active public space network and nearby intermodal
hub at Punta La Noria.

To quantify the flexibility afforded to La Salada by
its original siting on and surrounding public land, a
detailed mapping of space appropriations at the scale
of the local site was conducted. (Fig. 5, Fig. 9) The
extent of this site was determined by identifying the
outermost reach of the external market, as depicted
in online aerial photography. The mapped content
depicts the physical components of both the internal
and external market through choosing from a large
pool, sorting, indexing, and analyzing over fifty on-
line photographs. The study attempts to quantify the
real estate significance of public space appropriations

Figure 5 Public Space Appropriation at Feria La Salada. Striped overlay represents publicly owned land. (Source: Author, using data from ACUMAR.)
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Table 1: Summarized Land Coverage

Estimated Real Estate Value
Land Coverage % Intersection with % of Total Market

Use Type of Public Property Use #1
(m^2) Public Property (206,164 m^2) (US$183.9 / m^2)*

External 53,033 98% 26% $9,557,713.33

Internal 128,380 13.7% 62% $3,234,444.23

Shared 24,751 100% 12% $4,551,708.90

Garbage 9,312 100% 5% $1,712,476.80

Parking 16,914 91% 8% $2,830,540.99

Temporary Struc- 42,249 94.5% 21% $7,342,263.59
ture

*Based on avg. figure from USIT.SSP.MDU.GCABA Real Estate value map. At the other extremity, a square meter within the

internal market costs an average of US$25,000. (Fortunaweb)'

1 "Abonan U$S 100.000 por un puesto en La Salada."Fortuna [Buenos Aires] 23 06 2010, n. pag. Web. 10 Dec. 2011.

<http://fortunaweb.com.ar/2010-06-23-31349-abonan-us-1 00-000-por-un-puesto-en-la-salada/>.

by estimating coverage area and land value figures,
particularly with respect to parking, garbage disposal,

and temporary structures. (Table 1) A comparison of

internal and external market coverage area overlap-

ping attempts to draw out the varied dependency on

public property of these two often conflicting parts.

The "internal market" is defined by the land under

the authorized operators: Punta Magote, Ocean, and

Urkupifia. The "external market" is defined as land

under apparent operation by management unassoci-

ated with these three bodies. For the purpose of this

test run, this is crudely defined as open-air use not

within the perimeter bounds of the block on which

the three official marketplaces sit. Shared use is com-

prised of functions such as garbage disposal or park-

ing, which at the time of study cannot be exclusively

attributed to either market.

This table is a crude attempt to quantify an inherently

nebulous, socially-constructed concept of "value."

Not only is this means of calculation very preliminary,

but one may argue that it is unfair to even suggest that

the value of public property is based on a common
price per square meter. This is only an attempt to de-

rive a guess at the financial burden that operators on

said public land may have faced if the land had been

inaccessible, thus requiring them to turn to the formal

real estate market. The second limitation to this study

is the accuracy-level of land ownership designation,

since the low resolution of the public property map

necessitated guesswork. The intricate construction

of the terms of property use ( eg. access, withdrawal,

management, and alienation) on said public property

are not yet addressed, but would add a crucial dimen-

sion to the study.
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Critical Mass

Lessons:

Start big with a concentrated mass, then sprout a
network. La Salada's large concentration generates

additional benefits- recognition, cultural potential,
informal commercial activity, civic institutions- and
allows for efficient sharing of logistical space.

Determine ahead of time the appropriate size of
the mass based on local ecological and economic
limits. The scale of La Salada's large concentration has

reached a breaking point, after which it has become
dysfunctional and causes harm to surroundings.

production

market

/77/ logistics LARGE & CONCENTRATED

regional cultural platform

high competition

large reach

large inventory,
but not much product
differentiation

sourced from big-brand factories
and their autonomous off-shoots

accessible by regional travel
distances

ultimately very high property value

Figure 6 A diagram of fair shows the sharing of logistical space but a

diffusion of production spaces. (Source: Author)24
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Figure 8 Scale Comparison with Other Urban Centers: The fair shares qualities with both free-floating urban centers and those embedded into dense fabric. (Source: Author,
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TEMPORARY STRUCTURES

E6

Punta Magote

VARIED OWNERSHIP & IDENTTIES

1 Limited Partnership

Urkupina 2 Joint Stock Firm

Ocean 3 Cooperative

ft 4 Extra-Legal

Figure 9 Each of four markets operates under a separate governing entity and distinct format strategy, meanwhile cohering together under the identification, "Feria La Salada."

(Source: Author, compiling data from online photographs, Google Maps, and Gir6n) 27
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Incremental Growth

Lesson:

Encourage the expansion of parallel functions in a

shared location through participatory processes.

Sustaining the economic benefit of small units for La

Salada's constituents has led to gradual growth. Dis-

tinct paths of spatial evolution between 3 cooperative

groups have promoted formal group differentiation.

Use a combination of assemblies to achieve both

urban qualities and the appropriate degree of

flexibility. In the case of informal construction, the

construction assembly type has a hightened influence

on the spatial outcome, and thus its urban character.

5

4

Urkupiha

4

Ocean

I. . . . . . . . . . . . . ..--- -- -- -- --

2000
A A-

2001 2002 2003 2004

Figure 10 Decade of growth of three market bodies at La Salada. (Source: Author, drawn from
28
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In sum, there are five primary types of construction on

site, used in combination and to varying degrees over

time. Without suggesting that materials absolutely

determine form (thus disregarding design ingenu-

ity), one observes that each assembly demonstrates a

unique growth trajectory and have a particular formal

orientation when pressed for material economy.

Meanwhile, each assembly and its most common

spatial attributes have a particular adaptability in the

face of changing activities. (Fig. 11) Architect Anders
Tornqvist defines adaptability as having two strands:

versatility, or the "ability of a building to accomodate

a variety of uses without the need of comprehensive
remodeling," andflexibility, or "the ease with which...
parts of the building can be redesigned or remodelled

so as to accomodate new uses."'

The flexibility of scaffold is readily apparent. It ap-
pears and disappears at will, everywhere on site,
especially along paths and occupying tight nooks.

Scaffold is also used to subdivide large interiors into

smaller rooms. However, its versatility is limited by its
inability to create large unified spaces.

Clusters of small buildings exhibit flexibility in

groups, forming a variety of semi-public exterior

spaces for specialized logistical activities. Over time,

these clusters may lack versatility because they tend to

be sized and outfitted for very particular uses.

Meanwhile, narrow linear vaulting, concrete framing,

1 Tornqvist, Anders, and Peter Ullmark, ed. When
People Matter: Nordic Industrial Architecture & Engineering
Design. Stockholm: Svensk Byggtjanst, 1989. 204-205.

and long-span sheds demonstrate similar versatility by
providing large spaces that are perceived as strongly

unified, due to the regularity of their structural bays.

Additionally, linear vaults and long-span sheds dem-

onstrates flexibility because they are easily taken apart

and moved. Meanwhile, concrete frames exhibit the

most vertical flexibility: when members are sized gen-

erously, it supports future vertical growth and can be

traversed by automobiles.

From analysis of historic imagery, one observes three
distinct spatial evolutions, shaped by these assemblies,

by the three market entities on site: Punta Magote,

Ocean, and Urkupina. (Fig. 12) With the most lim-
ited lot size, Punta Magote appears to have the densest
agglomeration of built structure: it first establishes an

multi-story administrative center, then covers the rest
of the lot with a unified space (intially built from

narow linear vaulting and then converted into con-
crete frame), and then finally proceeds to frame the
perimeter of its vast rooftop with additional terraces
of 20' depth.

Certain spaces stand out among the markets for their

ability to support especially "urban" conditions. As

Punta Magote makes the most use of concrete framing

in its later stages, it is able to acheive the most vertical

density, sectional complexity. The resulting vertical

transition spaces and overlooks provide an interesting

urban space of shared processions and spectatorship.
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OBSERVED SPATIAL IMPLICATIONS OF ASSEMBLY TYPES

1>
2
1

SMALL BUILDING
CLUSTER

CONCRETE FRAME LONG-SPAN SHED

linear linear

easily expands
in all directions

easily accomodates

specialized, differen-
tiated spaces

can be amorphous,
but tends to spread
in rectangular shape

strong unified space,
infinite depth

gradual unified

space, supporting
vertical growth

& densification

irregular forms tend

to get rectified

z

unified space all at
once

tends to have central
axis

vertical

capped
growth

low, amorphous

quality: weak in unit
fying space

tends to wrap cor-

ners of blocks, then
fill in.

Figure 11 Each of five primary assembly types observed on site exhibits a specific adaptability, defined by its growth orientation and resulting spatial character.

SCAFFOLD LINEAR VAULT
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THREE DISTINCT SPATIAL EVOLUTIONS

Punta Magote: "Power Framing" with Limited-size Lot.

1) admin center, 2) Linear vauLting, 3) vertical "framing" of roof

with tall, narrow terracing around edges.

*~8<~~

8 ~

Ocean: "Sprawl, Hop, and Drop" on vast Lot.
1) scaffolding, 2) construct Largespan in nearby location 3)

vast expansion of horizontal paving, 3) large new multi-story

structure.

Urkupina: "Gradual Fattening" on vast, elongated Lot. 1) uni-

fied scaffolding / Linear vaulting, 2) paved expanse, 3) narrow

unified structure, 4) perpendicular space along street edge, 5)

fattening of original structure .

Figure 12 Each of three market bodies, Punta Magote, Ocean, and Urkupina, follows a distinct growth pattern (Source: Author, drawn from Google Earth historic imagery)32
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"... There are only two primal kinds of building: the souk
and the corral The coral is a fence around a space; the
souk is a carpet on the ground and a cloth ceiling...

...there are structures that prioritize the walls and insist
on a vertical relationship between the sky and the earth,
between God and Nature; and there all structures that
block out God and Nature and insist on the horizontal

space of human commerce."1

Lapidus

Physical assemblies present in informal market ob-
serve the form of the souk, placing importance on
demarcation of territory by ground and roof.

Yet, in Punta Magote, framed by tall and wide clear-
ings, the relationship of sky and earth emerges. Cano-
pies are circulation paths are permanent, formed by
concrete surfaces, while roomed enclosures occur by
scaffold or light-weight material. Concrete brick walls
do enclose some specialized service spaces. Nonethe-
less, the overall emphasis on horizontal planes allows
for a unique adaptability.

1 David Hickey (recounting Morris Lapidus), "On Not

Being Governed," The New Architectural Pragmatism, ed.
William S. Saunders (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota
Press, 2007) 95-96.

Figure 13 The roof terrace at Punta Magote creates the experience of a corral through the use of the souk. 33



Ecology of Work and Play

Lessons:

Provide a foundation for economic growth by
facilitating play. At La Salada, play is the founda-
tion of cultural formation, knowledge sharing, and
legitimization.

Yet, play events could be less "demonstrative" and
more frequent, related to creativity.

34

At La Salada, the play of interest is defined as a
voluntary and open form of recreation, a social
construction as opposed to a biological impulse.

Many theoretical arguments place importance

on play; they range from Thoreau's emphasis on
self-cultivation, Lefebvre (2005) on everyday
rhythms, Wenger (1998) in Communities of
Practice, Bateson (1955) on meta-communica-
tion, and Huizinga (1955) on the formation of
culture. Furthermore, contemporary anthropol-
ogy on migrant culture has emphasized play's
especially potent role in filling a void in spaces
of migrant "arrival," whether it be the vehicle
for labor-related knowledge-sharing [Iskander
(2011) on soccer games in Philadelphia], resis-
tance of ethnic repression [Betancour (2000) on

tango in Buenos Aires)], or commerce networks

[Canelo (2011) on soccer games in Buenos Ai-

res).

Moreover, globalization theorist Roland Robert-
son argues that play events at La Salada directly

target the need for legitimacy.1

1 d'Angiotillo, Julian. "Feria La Salada: una
centraLidad perifbrica intermitente en el Gran Buenos
Aires." El Nuevo Municipio. (2010): 11. Web. 3 May.
2012. <http://www.elnuevomunicipio.com.ar/wp-
content/uploads/1.Feria-La-Salada.pdf>.

Figure 14 Festival of the fair saint occurs along ex-
terior paseo as well as empty interior isles. (Source:

Author, with photos from Flickr by Olmovich, Tu Parte

Salada, and Martin Di Peco)
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migrant arrival and play space

labor-related Iskander,
sharing of knowledge caneio
(on soccer; Philadelphia & BA)

resisting repression Betancour
(on tango: La Boca, BA)

legitimization
(on festivaas; La Salada, BA!

"These holidays are not naive, are not spontaneous

acts, but on the contrary, show the weight that La

Salada acquired with the pasage of years... It is a space

where exchanges are at stake, symbolic in the broadest

sense of the term: goods and services for money, but

also dances and parades for... media presence and in-

stitutional recognition, and offerings to Mother Earth

in return for future prosperty." 2

To elaborate, Adrianna Massidda argues that La

Salada is a singular place in which Bolivian and Ar-

gentine identities interface with one another through

demonstrative play events. She claims the market

as the "main place of identification for the Bolivian

community in Buenos Aires, who hold their annual

religious festivity 'Virgen de Urkupifia' there. As a

2 Ibid, 11.

reaction, the Argentine community organises concerts

of Argentine folklore and horse-breaking shows...
Each community found in the traditional festivities

an ideal way of making their presence clear in the

larger context of the fair."3

Spatially, the fair accomodates these large demonstra-

tions by providing vast, paved expanses well-framed

by covered spectator areas and numerous points of

overlook. These double as parking terraces on routine

fair days. The circulation structure of the fair provides

ample opportunity for processional routes, with exter-

nal paseos connecting directly to long interior paths

3 Adrianna Massidda, "The 'La Salada' Fair (Buenos

Aires) as a Place of Recreation and Construction of Identi-

ties." HistorySpot. https://historyspot.org.uk/. 23 January

2012.

COL lAAL HMORV

play as a social construction:

self-definition Thoreau

meta-comunication Bateson

formation of culture Huizinga.
Wenger

spatial subversion Cruz

exploring an arguement Bogost,
Alfrink

+
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intersecting large interior halls, and finally to the
urban street grid itself.

The other type of play of note at the fair that serv-
ing as a pretense for social exchange. Including both
organized and spontaneous activity, leisure is a part of

any routine fair day.

During a visit to the fair while the sun had not yet set,
fairgoers were engaged in leisure in spaces adjacent to
yet slightly removed from the bustle of vending activ-
ity. Drivers gathered in portable chairs to socialize on
the rooftop near their parked vans and buses. Along
the edge of the main paseo, maintaining distance
from the eye of security near the main entrance, tables
of fairgoers set up gambling stations, ready to absorb
passersby into guessing games with cups. Sheltered by
overhead parking, a massive spread of picnic tables
accomodated chatting customers of food carts. In the
center of the rooftop expanse at Punta Magote, line
on the ground demarcated a miniature soccer field.

In this moment, early in the night, before the market
had reached maximum crowd capacity. there seemed
to be as many people absorbed in social exchange as
their were consumed in the act of buying and selling.

Logistics al
a2
a3
a4

b Vending

Services

bi
b2

dl
d2

d4

bus drop-off
van drop-off
bus parking
car parking

covered
uncovered
food/drink

security
bathroom
dressing rooms
admin

d Waste

e Leisure el
7 '~ e2

e3
e4
e5

socialize
soccer
gamble
eat
festival ground
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Figure 15 Field observation focused on Punta Magote (one of three market bodies at La Salada). Above, marked zones show overlap of play and leisure with logistical,
vending, and service spaces across market grounds. (Source: Author) 37
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Shared Experience

Lesson:

Design for shared sequences and moments.

Monumental phenomonological experiences define

collective memory of the market.

Yet, iconic experience of La Salada is often related

to an element of real danger, built into precarious

physical conditions. Memorable spaces are often

present by "accident," a result from the scaling of

apertures, paths, and platforms intended for large

vehicles. Humans inhabit spaces in spite of heavy

vehicle traffic.

0~~Aft

Figure 16-20 Key sequences and moments are documented and critiqued in photo montages in the following pages. (Source: Author, from site visit.)

00 ~
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a New Paseo:
b Urban Neigborhood:
c Rail Bridge Crossing:
d Shared Mode Approach:
e Main Ramp:

f Auto Platform:
g
h
i Across the Street:

from Puenta La Noria to La Salada
alongside the market
from train station / parking to market
walking to/from market admist traffic
ascending to upper level platform

view from roof to internal paseo
view from roof to external paseo
view from roof to distribution yards
view from cafe to van drop-off point

Figure 17 Major sequences marked on La Salada site map. (Source: Author) 39



a. New Paseo: From Puenta La Noria to La Salada

La Salada is anchored to a river canal with a pedestrian

path lined by impressive, broad-canopy trees. The city has

recently installed lighting, separated the road and sidewalk

with ballards. It is underutilized and dotted with prowling

police cars.

40
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c. Rail Bridge Crossing: from train & parking to market
A large portion of access to La Salada is from across the
canal, where the train station and informal parking are
located. This precarious compression sequence has become
an iconic piece of the La Salada narrative, appearing
prominently in a recent film about the market.'

1 d'Angiolillo, Julian, dir. Hacerme Feriante (Become
a Stall Holder). Magoya Films, 2010. DVD.
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e. Main Ramp: Ascending to Upper Level Platform
An oversized, intermodal ramp provides a dramatic break in

the regular fagade rhythm, momentarily framing the sky and

allowing pedestrians a privileged peek of the interior market

floor below. The upper terrace is framed on the edges with

platforms of monumental height, sheltering spaces for eat-

ing and socializing.

42
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f. Auto Platform: View from roof to internal paseo
As a majority of customers and vendors arrive by large buses
and charter vans, the roof overtook is a shared experience.

Many linger on the rooftops, between or in front of parked
vehicles, with portable chairs; waiting, socializing, and
catching the breeze.
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Robust Informal Network of Access

Lessons:

Encourage informal transit networks to supple-
ment the formal. Regional importance of the hub
relies on this additional layer of access.

Articulate circulation to humanize the pedestrian
experience. Admist massive informal bus and charter

operations, on-site pedestrian access suffers.

Research revealed the degree to which the informal

provision of dedicated charter transit may contribute

to the success of the market. A sampling of such
charter buses, constructed from data gathered about
the "tours de compras" from multiple online sources,]

gives a sense of the national reach of a fleet of approxi-
mately 500 buses that arrive on Sunday and Wednes-
day nights at the market.2 (Fig.B 1) The selected data,
collected by Guadalupe Dorna, highlights 33 serviced
locations on approximately 8 routes, and cannot be
taken as a comprehensive. Moreover, the sampling

does not reflect the international scope of its visitor
base (Fig. D1).

There are several characteristics of this bus service,
which provide a clear advantage for La Salada cus-
tomers, in terms of access, affordability, and trip
duration. The Tour de Compras reaches remote
villages in the Pampas which would otherwise have
very limited bus access to Buenos Aires, particularly
on major lines. Next, there is a drastic cost advantage
when comparing the Tour de Compras ticket price
with that of undedicated bus services. A round trip

ticket from the furthest stop on one Tour de Com-
pras, Bariloche, costs less than a one way ticket on a

1 "Tour de Compras." Punta Magote. N.p., n.d. Web.
10 Dec 2011. <http://www.puntamogote.com/tour.html>.
2 Nacho, Gir6n. La Salada: Radiografia de la feria
m~s potmica de Latinoamerica. 2011. Buenos Aires: Edi-
ciones B, 2011. 308. Print.
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major bus line. Finally, the data seems to suggest that

the "Tour de Compras" trips are slightly shorter than

comparable undedicated bus trips. The map begins

to give a glimpse into the wide-ranging character of

the population that congregates at the market. This

concentrated diversity may contribute to the cultural

significance of the site, particularly by providing visi-

tors exposure to cohesive, large-scale expression in the

form of regular festivals. This can help to provide the

charismatic energy that reinforces La Salada's financial

success in extremely variable economic conditions.

Figure 21 "Combi" fleet and drivers on roof of market.

Figure 22 Departure points of informal charters across

Argentina. Longest routes are marked. (Source: Author, with
data from Food and Agriculture Organization of the United
Nations and bus data collected by Guadalupe Dorna)

Figure 23 Long lines form to board the crowded private city bus #32 to La Salada from Plaza Once, near the city center.(Photos by Author) 45



Network of Small and Distributed

Lesson:

Reach the high-income neighborhoods and coun-

ter social stigma by developing a network of small

retail locations agglomerations. Success of the large

concentrated market requires a broad customer base.

However, these embedded sites do not go far enough

to incorporate locality or market original productions

of nearby workshops.

In the early stages of La Salada's lifespan, it was typical

in popular media to describe the market as patronized

by and of relevance to a population characterized as

low-income and migrant.'

However, a map of the the Buenos Aires metropolitan

area (Fig.25) overlaid by an income gradient with

newspaper reportage of smaller copy-cat markets,

named "Saladitas" (both retail and wholesale, feed-

ing on La Salada goods and branding but generally

without official association), shows that the goods are

patronized by, intentionally marketed to, or made ac-

cessible to residents of higher income zones. In fact,

there seems to be an overall bias in the positioning of

these sub-markets in the higher-income areas of the

city. This is in stark contrast to the market's official

mission, as paraphrased from the speech of Juan Cas-

tillo of Punta Magote (one of La Salada's three internal

markets), to host the sale of affordable goods to the

poor.2 Figure 25 shows that many of these clusters are

1 Sassen, Saskia. "La Salada: The Largest In-

formal Market In South America." Forbes. 28 03 2011.
Web. 10 Dec. 2011. <http://www.forbes.com/sites/mega-
cities/2011/03/28/La-salada-the-largest-informal-market-
in-south-america/>.
2 Socio-economic level is measured here by num-

ber of persons per room in households. The color gradient of

this income map delineates a range of .72 to 2.28 persons

per room (a difference by 3.16 times), from light to dark. 19
"Saladita" locations have been reported, with a total of 1792

production ~ Li
market

/ logistics
, --

SMALL & DISTRIBUTED

strictly commercial,
but including community programs

low competition

small reach

small selection
but specialized,
with some product differentiation

sourced from La Salada
and Local workshops

locally embedded,
accessible by short travel distances

low property value,
depending on location

Figure 24 A general overview of distributed

retail locations. (Source: Author)
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major commercial
corridors

Figure 25 Metropolitan spatial reach overlayed with socioeconomic data. The size of yellow dots represents the number of vendors at each registered Saladita, ranging from
15 to 250. Thick black lines mark primary commercial corridors. (Source: Author, with data from AABA Atlas Ambiental Buenos Aires, and FDCCBA, Federacion de Comercio e
Industrie de la Ciudad de Buenos Aires) 47



located on or within one block's distance from a main
shopping corridor.

The spatial distribution of the submarkets, contrasted
with the marginality of the main market site, suggests
that there are two distinct strategic tiers within the
marketing of La Salada goods: one relies on privi-
leged, accessible positioning within the city, and the
other relies on an alternative means. Perhaps this
implies word-of-mouth, viral marketing, and cultural
or symbolic significance. Of additional consequence
is the reliance of the primary market on the success of
outlets such as the Saladitas, since research has shown
that the wholesale-buying for retail comprise a large
portion of La Salada revenue.3

In several cases, multiple locations cluster around a
single vicinity, creating a high-profile mass despite
smaller lot sizes. In a further study, it would be useful
to determine whether these clusters are comprised of
multiple owners, or have accumulated through dispa-
rate owners.

Another interesting surprise on the metropolitan map
(Fig.25) is that the only found report of a raid of the
Saladitas occurred in Constituci6n, which appears

to have the lowest income of all zones possessing a

Saladitas.4 Putting aside the issue of reporting bias,

found stalls, compared to the alleged 30,000 stalls at La

Salada.

3 Tiferes, Ariel. "La Salada llega a Buenos Aires." La

Nacion. (2008). Web. 10 Dec. 2011. <http://www.lanacion.

com.ar/1 015901 -la-salada-llega-a-buenos-aires>.

4 "Cerraron "La Saladita" de Constituci6n." Perfil

[Buenos Aires] 15 10 2011. Web. 10 Dec. 2011. <http://www.

48

is it possible that this signifies a higher tolerance for
Saladitas in the higher-income suburbs and CBD
district, on the part of law enforcement? With more
data, one could begin to determine whether Saladi-
tas in higher-income areas are assimilated into their
context, with a physical retail presentation reflecting
higher-class shopping setting's, appearing less threat-
ening or illegitimate, but this would require field
analysis. It is also possible to speculate as well about
class discrepancies in policing strategies of counterfeit
goods. Whatever the cause may be, there is a consen-
sus among owners that Saladitas are best initiated in
high-income shopping corridors of the city.

Lavalle

a
b
C
d
e
f

vendor stalls
massage therapy
internet kiosks
hair salon
cafe
office

Figure 26 A Saladita appropriates a historic theater. Other community services share the spaces near
the stage. (Source: Author, drawn from a field visit.)



Figure 29 Through-block breezeway type. The appropria-
tion of a variety of block types by Salad itas allows customer
base to span socio-economic classes and environments.

Figure 27 This market, selling goods similar to those seen
in La Salada, appropriates a historic theater. The view from
the stage-turned-cafe toward the balcony features a re-
duced replica of the nearby Obelisk of Buenos Aires.

Figure 28 Next-door, the city government provides com-
mercial venues for selling of goods deemed legitimate.

FIgure 30 Inner-city Saladitas have multiple floors, beginning
to resemble shopping mall. (Source: All Photos by Author) 49



Access to Livelihood

Lesson:

Design for ease and affordability of entry into the

market incorporating small, autonomous spatial

units. Usage of space at La Salada is based on rental

and ownership of the smallest possible spatial units.

Provide physical proximity and transparency to

production. Improved quantity and quality of liveli-

hoods have resulted from bringing producer closer to

the place of commerce. However, La Salada obscurs

exploitive production practices.

Conclusion

This investigation has outlined eight hypotheses about

the singular prosperity and cultural ascension of Feria

La Salada. With each arguement, a spatial or formal

strategy has been identified, qualified, and then

critiqued under an expanded definition of success,

one which includes criteria of authenticity as well as

environmental and social responsibility. Finally, each

strategy is characterized by design considerations- lo-

cation, program, process, and urban form.

The most theoretically interesting concept is that

inclusivity for the migrant worker (in the form of
inclusive, culture-building play reinforcing inclusive
livelihood), has been the primary driver of the endur-
ing success of La Salada. This notion will drive the
following design proposal.

One should note that La Salada's strategies rarely con-
sist of isolated formal considerations. The nature of

its formation proves to be equally important. Thus,

the participation, variety, and gradual growth defining

La Salada's formation process will shape the proposal's
methodology.
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Summary of Lessons
LESSON / CRITIQUE

SITE SELECTION Appropriate a site with flexible
ownership and symbolic weight,
connected to intermodal transit.

CRITICAL MASS Start big with a concentrated mass,
then sprout a network.

Size based on local ecological and
economic limits.

INCREMENTAL Encourage the expansion of parallel
GROWTH functions in a shared location

through participatory processes.

Configure multiple material
assemblies to achieve a nuanced
adaptability.

PLAY Provide a foundation for economic
growth by facilitating play aimed at
cultivating creativity and public
legitimacy.

SHARED Design for identifiable
EXPERIENCE phenomological sequences to define

the collective memory of the site.

LIVELIHOOD Design for ease and affordability of
entry into the market incorporating
small, autonomous spatial units.

Provide physical proximity and
transparency to production.

DISTRIBUTED Reach high-income neighborhoods
NETWORK and counter social stigma by

developing a network of small retail
locations agglomerations.

ACCESS Encourage informal transit networks
to supplement the formal.

OBSERVATION AT LA SALADA

+ Public ownership of land has enabled spontaneous
occupation. Identity is magnified by legacy of historic
spa site.
- Disconnect from active public space network and
nearby intermodal hub at Punta La Noria.

+ Large concentration allows additional cultural
benefits and sharing of logistical space.
- The scale of the large concentration has become
dysfunctional, eg. by causing flooding.

+ Economic benefit of small units for constituents has
called for gradual growth.
+ Distinct paths of spatial evolution between 3
cooperative groups has promoted formal group
differentiation.
+/- In informal construction, the assembly type has a
hightened influence on the spatial outcome

+ Play has been the foundation of cultural formation,
knowledge sharing, and tegitimization.
- Play events could be less "demonstrative" and more
frequent, related to creativity.

+/- Memorable spaces are often present by
"accident," a result from the scaling of apertures,
paths, and platforms intended for large vehicles.
- Drama is related to an element of real danger, built
into precarious physical conditions.

+ Improved quantity and quality of livelihoods have
resulted from bringing producer closer to the place of
commerce. Small, autonomous spatial units has
provided for this ease of entry.

- Yet, La Salads obscurs exploitive production
practices.

+ Broad customer base required.
- However, network of embedded sites do not go far
enough to incorporate locality or market original
productions of nearby workshops. Embedded sites do
not go far enough to incorporate locality.

+Regional importance of the hub relies on informal
access.
- On-site pedestrian access suffers admist massive
informal bus and charter operations.

LOCATION / PROGRAM / PROCESS / FORM

* 0 0 0

o o 0

o o 0 0

* 0 0 0

o o 0 0

* 0 0

01 0 0 0

0 0 0 0
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3. Imagining a new La Salada as an Alternative
Factory-Market Ecology

Context

Within a very short span of two decades, there has
major shift in the organization of Argentina's garment

industry and the economic strategies of low and mid
income people. This rapidly transforming world,
erupting en masse at La Salada, has not had the op-

portunity to reflect and project into future. Homo-
geneity of product scope and a big-brand emphasis
mask hidden creative potential which simply has not
had the correct "space" or impetus to develop. It also
masks a cultural authenticity, a self-made interface
between Bolivian migrants and native Argentines.

The city of Buenos Aires wants to be involved in gar-

ment industry and have a say on behalf of the well
being citizens. As evidence, the city has incorporated
formalized workshops and business incubation ser-
vices into a 20,000 square-foot building at the core of

its community development efforts. However, accord-
ing to Theo, a textile entrepreneur at the incubator,

these formal enterprises have difficulty competing
with the massive economic presence of La Salada

and its highly organized producers. An official of the

governing agency also cites competition and the scale

of economy as the greatest challenge to the incuba-
tor. 1 To become a serious competitor or replacement,
expanded facilities must be shaped by principles from
lessons learned at La Salada.

It is difficult for an outside body to intervene directly
with La Salada site, for such an intervention could
provoke lawsuits, riots, or protests. It is also difficult to
align oneself with La Salada as there is an unresolved
exploitive element that cannot be reconciled from the
outside. It is more realistic to imagine a completely
new alternative to La Salada which learns from it but
begins with new conceptual grounds and a new site.

1 Rufail, Silvana. "Centro de Apoyo Productivo e
Incubadora de Empresas de Base Social, con articulaci6n
pObtico-privada, en villa Los Piletones." Ashoka Change-
makers (2011): n.pag. Web. 3 May 2012. <http://www.
changemakers.com/es/node/1 06826>.
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Sketch for a Game

"Games become important for architecture when we

break apart the mechanical relationship between func-

tion and the making ofform, and instead, insert a new

understanding of space (andform) as one in which the

physical and psychological presence of us in space is inte-

gral. "- Ann Pendleton-Jullian '

A game analogy frames the design space as an eco-

system that creatively involves the architect with

other people and "managed objects."2 This is a way to

transform lessons from La Salada about incremental

development into a framework for deliberately incre-

mental urban design.

Because the goal was to fully absorb a variety of les-

sons and critiques from a field case, I approached this

1 Pendleton-Jullian, Ann. "Studio (1): A Case Study:

Game Design and Play as a Heuristic Mechanism." Four ( 1)

Studios: 7 papers and an Epilogue. Ann Pendleton-Jullian /

Design: Soulellis Studio, 2010.180-181. Print.

2 Martin Peco, "La Salada and a77: The collective

design and self construction of events in urbanism and ar-

chitecture." Informality: Re-Viewing Latin American Cities.

Cambridge, 2011.

project with a level of process articulation and linear-

ity than I am not used to. I hoped to find a thought

frame within which an intuitive design process could

stand up to a rigorous system of criteria without fall-

ing to a flat, LEED-like checklist.

Two types of people may wish to play this game: in-

formal community client groups and urban designers.
The game could conceivably be employed in the field

as a physical discussion tool for a designers working
with a client community, particularly with the coop-

erative groups literally represented in the study area.

Meanwhile, during the development of the game, it

became apparent that the game has further use as a

demonstrative tool, or template, in the hands of a

designer who would like to learn how to maintain

creative control over a project which will unfold in

an additive, cumulative way, and under many actors.

The logic of the framework affords a level of transpar-

ency to the design process. By being more aware of

one's own design logic, the designer can premeditate

and better choreograph the entrance points for other
people.
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Elements

For the purpose of exercise, we understand a par-
ticular form of game to be comprised of the following

parts: a narrative (program), structure (board), a set of

relational rules guiding moves, components, players,

and gameplay goals.

This vocabulary molds a hierarchy out of design

moves which were previously free-floating and non-

linear. Concerns are distributed among parts such

that the concern of actual play (and its mechanics)

are relatively simple, of adding pieces to a common

board as one would during a domino or scrabble
game. This allows for the urban design equivalent of

"emergent gameplay," or, "complex situations... that

emerge from the interaction of relatively simple game

mechanics." I

First, the game narrative sets the context in which ur-

ban design unfolds, providing a program under which

all parts operate. La Salada is dismantled. The city,

desperate to provide a thoughtful alternative before

the same fair reconstructs itself elsewhere, proposes

a factory-market business model improved through

designing for vertical integration, connecting produc-

tion, commerce, and education to the market floor.

Second, the "board" represents the proposed site, the

dimensional limits, relevant landscape conditions,
origin points based on potential logistical and neigh-

1 Various contributors. "Emergent gameplay." Wiki-
pedia, The Free Encyclopedia. Web. 2 May 2012.

borhood linkages. By doing so, the design can address,

from the outset, lessons learned from La Salada about

site selection, critical mass, and access.

Next, the primary goal(s) of gameplay are established.

While the game analogy serves to embed many ur-

ban criteria, or goals, into the design, it leaves to the

player's choice those concerns subject to the greatest

subjective interpretation. A goal of gameplay is not

the same as the goal of design, nor the same as a pro-

grammatic requirement. This level of goals can often

involve tradeoffs between multiple criteria since they
often preclude one another. I have suggested three

possible gameplay goals focused on creating maxi-
mum encounter during social events, though there
are surely many other possibilities.

To encourage participation at multiple levels, the
game defines the sequential engagement of three

groups of decision-makers. This involves the designer

with park authorities, cooperative leadership, and

individual cooperative members. In gameplay, teams

of 2-4 people subdivide in various ways to represent

these real-life groups.

A set of rules, related in a repeatable sequence of nine

steps, guide moves in light of principles focused on incre-

mental growth, centrality of play, meaningful sequence

built on landscape. The sequence of rules is also careful

to ensure a visible critical mass from the outset.

Likewise, the physical design of the components, or
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"pieces," has built-in implications for incremental

growth, facilitates ongoing informal play, and encour-

ages transparency between production and consump-

tion. Pieces are also modestly sized for ease of access

and economic construction. The thesis brings these

components to a greater degree of design elaboration

than necessary for simple gameplay.

Finally, as incremental development is simultaneously
constructed and occupied, the players will evaluate

the effectiveness of the configuration through exer-

cises in the final moments of each round, each exercise

representing a different type of occupation within the

same space.
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The Narrative or Program

The thesis imagines a factory-market business model
improved through designing for vertical integration,

connecting production, commerce, and education.

However, success of this three-way hybrid is ulti-

mately judged based on its ability to facilitate cultural

program. This reflects the field observation that sus-

tained cultural engagement is, in reverse, crucial to

the long-term success of the factory-market.

The program adopts the twenty-year growth timeline

of the existing Feria La Salada as an initial template to

establish a twenty-year design program. This is aug-

mented by a production and education space growth

lineage resembling, to a rough extent, the expansion

ambitions of the textile business incubator run by the

City of Buenos Aires in Barrio Los Piletones.

The concentrated cellular formation of a mixed work

environment can be a response to unstable industry

conditions. In Architecturefor the Work Environment,

the German authors note that "a growing number of

jobs [are] based on temporary work, thus requiring

spatial proximity in order to be profitable. A specific

new production milieu is evolving in which mutual

help, learning, stimulation, and competition can re-

lease considerable energies." In such an environment,
"the more autonomous the basic unit, the more flex-

ible the resulting urban structure, the more chances

offered to small and middle companies, and the

broader the labour-market opportunities for marginal

groups and economic subcultures." The specific ratio

of square footage dedicated to production, exchange,

and learning relies on this demand in flux. An expert
in contemporary production-oriented environments,

Ulf Ranhagen argues of the importance of an in-
cremental design process which engages workers to

provide input about their environment.

The proposal concentrates on providing a landscape
framework founded on an ethos of play, on top of

which small programmed "cells" can aggregate in re-

sponse to need with a great degree of autonomy.
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58 Figure 31 Existing ProSur textile business incubator plan (Source: ProSur, redrawn by author)
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The Board

With lessons learned from the original La Salada

market, a set of site criteria was developed. Most im-
portant is public ownership, for this provides for ease
of centralized oversight and guidance. Next, the site

could benefit from a high percentage of existing hard-
scape, transit linkages, and generous spillover space. If

the site incidentally offers an opportunity to recover

degraded land, this is another plus. The market could
also gain immediate cultural potential by choosing a
site with proximity to low-income settlement, a sym-

bolic past, adjacency to public park.

The chosen site should not only fulfill these basic cri-

teria but present the potential to build upon the city's
epicenter of investment in community development,
a large textile business incubator that also doubles as
the economic development agency's southern head-
quarters. The site is a 40-acre swath of land bridging
across the southern portion of the contested and

disinvested park, Parque Indoamericano. Moreover,

occupying this site would serve a larger agenda of
improving continuity of urban fabric by connecting

four isolated areas of low-income settlement to one

another, to new community assets, and to the existing

mass-transit network.

Along with existing local connection points, the

board addresses existing access problems by propos-
ing a series of new stations along the existing bus and
light rail lines. Large, existing swaths of asphalt to the
south of the site would generously accommodate au-

tomobile parking for the new market. The existing La

Salada demonstrates that car parking which is off-site,
but accessible by pedestrian path, is suitable to fair
visitors.

Parque Indoamericano, like the original La Salada
site, is in a relatively marginalized and abused piece of

floodplain which began redevelopment in the 1960s.'
In total, the proposed site covers an area of 40 acres,
or 78% of the land coverage of La Salada.

The intervention is intended to cover approximately
half of this site, 40% of the size of the existing La
Salada. This is a reasonable size in light of the observa-

tion that the excessive size of La Salada was causing
an local product oversaturation, making it difficult for
vendors to compete within.

1 Alvarez de Celis, Fernando. Ciudad Aut6noma de

Buenos Aires. Secretaria de Desarrollo Econ6mico. El sur en

la Ciudad de Buenos Aires. Caracterizaci6n econ6mica ter-

ritorial de los barrios de La Boca, Barracas, Nueva Pompeya,

Villa Riachuelo, Villa Soldati, Villa Lugano y Mataderos. Bue-

nos Aires: Centro de Estudios para el Desarrollo Econ6mico

Metropolitano (CEDEM), 2003. Print.
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PROPOSED SITE A
Los Piletones

Strategy: Build on
existing City of BA
Incubator HO

Site Criteria:

a High % Hardscape
b Public Property

c Symbolic Adjacencies
d Logistical Importance
e Near Low-Income Settlements
f Generous Spillover Spaceg
g Adjacent to Public Park
h Potential to Recover "Toxic" Land

PROPOSED 4ITE B
Puenta La ftoria

Strategy: Build on
Existing Intermodal Hub,
Near La Saldda

fFeria La Salqda

public housing complex

informal villa

Figure 33 Possible sites in relation to the original La Salada and site criteria. Site A is chosen over Site B so the project can build on an existing textile business incubator.
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Figure 34 The board in relationship to local fabric, transit linkages, and community assets. New transit stops and parking facilities are proposed.
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City-Run Textile Incubator

Private Soccer Club

Barrio Subte
Barrio Lugano

+ others Health Clinic
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Figure 35 The resulting board provides information about site topography, drainage, and barriers. Both existing and proposed transit linkages are presented alongside com-
munity assets and access points. For this exercise, site considerations are limited to these factors, setting aside soil composition, solar and wind orientation.
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Villa #20
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Figure 36 A closeup of the resulting board, featuring the approximate number of site features which may be brought under detailed consideration through a round of design.64



Goals & Evaluation

In this exercise, goals of gameplay focus around
providing circulation which maximizes a visitor's
encounter of key program pieces, with the intention
of creating industry transparency and providing for
unexpected emergent social situations.

Because the game at this stage would be tested by
individuals not personally tied to a community or
context of subjective concerns, the gameplay goals
are intentionally quantitative to facilitate "objective"
evaluation. Thus, they will likely appear whimsical
or strangely empirical in the face of subjective social
phenomena.

One goal could be to 1) provide an arrangement that
leads a visitor to pass by all key pieces of the complex
on the way to a soccer game. This has proven to be too
easily achievable in the given design, and thus not an
ideal gameplay goal. Another goal might be to 2) pro-
vide for the largest parade route, or that which crosses
the most number of pieces. Evaluating this goal is
to evaluate the potential for the scheme to expose a
large quantity of commercial exchange points during
a purely social event. In evaluating this goal, one gets
a great deal of variation, and there is a more definitive
winner. A third goal is to 3) provide a high number
of continuous internal rings branching off of the
main market. This represents the attempt to provide
the greatest "public sphere," or in other words, end-
less circulation routes, such that a market customer
would cross a maximum number of vendors without

hitting dead ends. Geographer Bill Hillier calls this
condition the "ringiness," the capacity for a stranger
to penetrate a settlement's open-space or semi-public

space structure.'

These goals may all be important in the scheme of
an overall design, but they are not guaranteed to be
achievable together, at the same time. The designer
has not pre-calculated the scheme which optimally
achieves any of these goals, and to do so would be

very time consuming. Thus, gameplay is a strategy to
explore possible schemes and study the interaction
of these various goals. In the situation in which the

game is played by members of a real community, the
goals of gameplay should be designed to explore the
most subjective portion of the design requirements,
or, in some cases, that which the designer himself or
herself would not have been able to solve without the

particular input of the client community.
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1 Hillier, Bill, and Julienne Hanson. The Social Logic
of Space. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1989.
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Players

The first group of decisions, centered around the

demarcation of the landscape framework, are made

by a team representative standing for a cooperative

representative working alongside the park authority.

The second group of decisions, focused around

configuring key built structures, is made collectively

by the entire team, representing the meeting hall

decision-making that has defined nearly all significant

construction and social projects at La Salada.

The final group of decisions configures the small-
est, weakly-programmed modules that form clusters
populating the rest of the site. These final choices are
made by individual team members taking turns. With

the start of a new round, the team representative, or
"park authority" decides which direction to expand.
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Figure 37 A timeline reflecting player groups and respective sequence of moves. During the course of gameplay, each team of 2-4 players fills all roles by appointing a represen-

tative, by deciding as a whole group, and by taking turns as individuals decision-makers.
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Sequence of Relational Rules

In the Language of Landscape, landscape architect

Anne Whiston Spirn describes "performance spaces,"

present in human habitats which are generated by "ac-

tive processes... not simply formal and fixed." While

their shape or arrangement cannot be generalized, ele-

ments of "territory, boundary, path, gateway, meeting

place, prospect, refuge, source, and sign" materialize

over time as people use space.

Fundamental to human life, such spaces may be rec-

ognized by culture, and are reinforced by design.1 This

insight suggests a loose, nondeterministic structure for
mapping places of flux, an incremental commercial

settlement, for example.

Structuralist Bill Hillier proposes a related idea, ar-

guing that urban form follows the formation process

of social structures which are unique to a place and

people, and one can map activities of control and free-

dom by mapping the relationship of enclosures and

paths.2 Without accepting his level of environmental

determinism, one indeed finds it more useful to un-

derstand the structure of an informal site such as La

Salada as process-driven in this manner, rather than as

characterized by the present forms.

Yet, how does the process of assemblage at the

1 Spirn, Anne Whiston. The Language of Landscape.
Yale University Press, May 1998. 121.
2 Hillier, Bill, and Julienne Hanson. The Social Logic
of Space. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1989.

original La Salada, in which un-prescribed pieces
are arranged by many individuals, with unspoken

relational rules, relate to the process of assemblage

proposed by a designer, of predefined pieces, with

defined relational rules?

Like the former process, the proprosed approach is
additive and based on immediate need and activity.

More specifically, both create spaces that address a

basic commercial, productive or logistical need while
providing for a second, but perhaps more important,

social or cultural activity. However, a designer, par-
ticularly in the beginning stages of development, can

embed considerations of landscape, future expansion,

and experiential sequence into the additive rules while
re-interpreting activities demonstrated by the original
case.

The first set of rules, generating the initial landscape

framework, call for the surveying of the topography of

a chosen area of land to demarcate areas, points, and

lines that are ready to adapt to the most immediate

activities and needs. The next rules build upon this

framework by expanding or framing it as occupation

advances. As a result of the initial attention given to

the inherent potential of existing topography, territo-

rial meanings may remain intact, even as the dimen-

sions, form, and function of spaces evolve.

The diagrams on the following pages (Fig. 39-47)

demonstrate three hypothetical teams playing out
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the game sequence on the same board, for the sake

of brevity. Ideally, each team is given their own blank

board on which to play, so as not to interfere with

other clusters. Alternatively, one team can add onto

the finished design of another team, or a single team

can generate an extended arrangement through mul-

tiple rounds.

(topography exaggerated x4)

Figure 38 The first moves address the most immediate activity: gathering around play. Satisfying its circulation and drainage

requirements forms a basic social structure that extracts potential meaning from existing landscape topography. 69



Step 1

Park Authority: Identify basins, flow paths, and ridges.
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park authority Identify basins, flow paths, and ridges.
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Step 2

Park Authority: On high ground with outward slope
less than 2.5, mark a soccer field. Within a basin, mark
a 2nd soccer field to serve as an immediate infiltration
reserve and a future play area.

At both La Salada fair and at Parque Indoamericano,
soccer fields are sites of significance greater than the
sporting act itself. From 2004-2008, weekly gather-
ings of the migrant Bolivian population were observed
on the parkland immediately north of the study area.
The soccer field module was a device for organizing
the assembly of 6,000 on a weekly basis into original
Bolivian hometown affiliations. Before use of the park

was banned in 2008, tournaments set the stage for
market vendors, music and dance performances, and
political demonstration (Canelo). This is the rationale
for making the soccer field a first strategic move in the
occupation of the study area.

Demarcating a significant swath of high, flat land for a
simple soccer field, with a perimeter buffer area, gives
a group an immediate reason and means to gather on
a negligible budget.

0

000 OCD D
13 T
CJO

EJEO

(-)W[

Figure 48 From 2004-2010, Parque

IndoAmericano had been subdivided during

weekly mass gatherings based on Bolivian

hometowns, using soccer fields as a module

for parcelization. (Source: Brenda Canelo,

redrawn by author)
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Step 3 & 4

Park Authority: Choose at least 2 origin points along

the edge of the park near the chosen soccer field loca-
tions.

Link Paths to soccer field.

Linking at least two origin points along the perimeter
of the site are fundamental to activating the soccer
field with existing local needs. An external connection
of at least two existing parts ( community to asset,
community to transit, or community to community)

can give the arrangement an immediate meaning by
solving an circulation problem.

In a short span of time, path segments most naturally

useful to the external users would become apparent.
The designers and occupants take note of this and
populate these segments with commercial posts. The
corner intersection of the field with the paths are de-
signed to "swell" with the leveling of ground and an
array of post footings to support canopy, demarcating
important nodes for future growth.
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Step 5 & 6

Park Authority: From main origin point, expand the

depth of the first two path segments.

Mark flowlines touching these paths with 20' vegetat-
ed footpaths. Choose a vertex inside basin to serve as
collection area. When possible, use footpath to com-
plete linkages to nearby basins and market clusters.

These thickened paths will serve as the first market
ground, strengthened by the social gravity of the soc-
cer field. In reality, one would choose to thicken the

width of path segments which have proven most ac-
tive up until this time. For the purpose of this demon-

stration, we choose a main origin point and elaborate

upon the first two segments.

The vegetated footpaths serve to connect the initial
paths to the reserve soccer field within the basin and

designate line of unihibited water drainage. The foot-

path is lined with rocks transported from other parts
of the site to stabilize ground as well as to discourage
permanent construction.
At La Salada, initial gathering spaces were adjacent to

the low-lying footprint of the public saltwater pools

in of the 1940s. Eventually, these footprints, as well
as the drainage paths surrounding the lagoon, were
tresspassed by concrete fill. Flooding of surrounding
fabric has resulted.' This is the rationale for establish-
ing drainage paths as important circulation paths.

1 Julian d'AngioLillo. Tu Parte Salada. 2011. In-

fographic. Post-It City, Buenos Aires. Web. 22 May 2012.

<www.tupartesalada.com.ar).
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0

5 park authority

6 park authority

(A

From origin point, thicken the depth of the first two path segments
to provide extended informal market space along the path.

Mark flowlines touching these paths with vegetated footpaths.
Choose vertex inside basin to serve as collection area.
When possible, use footpath to complete linkage to other clusters.
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Step 7

Cooperative: Construct an incubator near main ori-

gin point and facing paseo. This will provide for initial

needs such as storage and administration space, as well

as serve as a gateway to secondary circulation paths.
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Step 8

Cooperative: Plug-in large shared facilities, starting

with the most active corner intersections of soccer

fields with paths. This includes a market canopy, edu-

cation hub and production hub. Both market canopy

and production facility should have room to expand

in at least one direction.

These structures serve to demarcate the significant

corners of the primary gathering space, the soccer

field. Pairs of pavilions face one aother to form small

external logistical yards.

Meanwhile, 20' strips of infrastructure, at strategic

segments along paths, provide services for future

construction as well as informal gathering and vend-

ing. The strip includes leveled ground, steps, ramps,
seating, and lightweight posts for erecting temporary

canopies.
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Step 9

Individual Cooperative Members: Plug-in a succes-

sion of small, free-programed units, beginning by
attaching to the large shared pavilions and next to the

linear service strips.
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8 coop members 'Plug-in'large shared facilities, starting with the corner intersections
of soccer fields with paths. This includes a market canopy, education
hub and production hub. Both market canopy and production facility
should have room to expand in at least one direction.
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Components

In this section, built components are described in the
sequence in which they appear in the moves.

Soccer Fields: The first field serves as an exchange
point- the heart of an informal market. Doubling as a
prospect point, it evolves readily into the tallest, most
visible piece of the complex. Over time, the perimeter
buffer area is framed with continuous concrete strips
which serve as roof shelter and earth berms which
serve as terraced seating. Later on, as commercial and
logistical activities overtake this largest structure, the
second soccer field, with a bit of site manipulation,
is ready to receive players and spectators. This new
field is experienced as a refuge, certain to have at least
one gentle facing slope that both shelters it and readily
accommodates spectators.

Corner Shared Pavilions: Large 50'x120' parcels
mark intersections with versatile, open pavilions

for exchange, production, and learning. Each takes
the form of a flat, elongated roof canopy with solid

enclosures anchored one corner. These structures sug-

gest the direction of future expansion along intersect-
ing paths by orientation and by deliberately provid-
ing structural hook-ups and infrastructural systems
on certain sides. As the perimeter buffer of the soccer
field begins to grow vertically, these roof canopies
will become united and serve as cart and van circula-
tion and parking. The covered open area along each
module provides a flexible space for informal market
activity. The first pavilion constructed is an "incuba-

tor," which, while providing for basic needs such as
on-site admin, storage, and information space, is also
a permeable space which serves to "thicken" the per-
ceived depth of the paseo. It introduces the first in-
ternal public circulation. Over time, as the complex
densifies and the structure no longer stands alone, it
remains distinctly permeable gateway-like place.

Perimeter Service Strips: Meanwhile, 20' strips of
infrastructure, at strategic segments along paths,
provide services for future construction as well as
informal gathering and vending. These strips first
built from the initial corner pavilions established on
site. The strip includes leveled ground, steps, ramps,
seating, and lightweight posts for erecting temporary
canopies.

Small Mixed-program Units: Within a 30'-deep
area of land wrapping behind the large shared spaces,
these autonomous units provide affordable storefront
workshop and workshop housing space. A narrow
path provides a service access or second frontage to
these units. This path is accessible at regular intervals
along the main strip as well as a through the shared
pavilions. Sized from 400 to 1000 square feet sup-
porting up to 2 levels, they are affordable to the
smallest of enterprises. Moreover, their structure takes

advantage of the outer columns of the shared facilities
and service strips.

U

Figures 49 Analysis of commercial, productive,

and learning activities, their required spatial

definition, and their need to communicate.
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Figure 51 As the first move in the occupation, the soccer field is the component which tie all other components together,

and it evolves over time to match the largest demands for unified space.

Figure 50 Like La Salada and the built pro-

posal, MVRDV's Villa VPRO office delineates

space primarily by manipulating stacked

horizontal planes. 1

The assemblage of horizontally-oriented pieces
evokes ideas about mat-building. Allison Smithson
introduced the term to describe an architecture which
"epitomize[s] the anonymous collective; where the

functions come to enrich the fabric and the individual

gains new freedoms of action through a new shuffled

order, based on interconnection, close knit patterns of

association and possibilities for growth,

diminution and change."' Paralleling Stan Allen's

description of the origins of mat-building, they are

conceived as "spaces for movement... merge[d] with

spaces of assembly. Internally, nearly all exhibit a po-

rous interconnectivity, in which transitional spaces are

1 Smithson, Allison. "How to Recognize and Read

Mat Building.") Case: Le Corbusier's Venice Hospital and the

Mat Building Revival. Ed. S. Sarkis, Ed. P. Allard and Ed. T.

Hyde. New York: Prestel, 2001. 90-103.

as important as the nodes they connect. Externally,
they are loosely bounded." However, unlike mat-

building, the design is not "anti-monumental," but
on the contrary, pragmatically seeks an immediate
monumentality. Moreover, Allen describes mat-build-

ing as an assembly type characterized by "the way in

which the parts fit together, and the character of the

void spaces formed by their architectural matter." Yet,

this design aims to imbue landscape significance (or

service) to these open spaces, so that they are not sim-

ply characterized by their surrounding "architectural

matter."
2

2 Allen, Stan. "The Thick 2-D: Mat-Building in the
Contemporary City." Practice - Architecture, Technique and
Representation: Revised and Expanded Edition. . 2 edition.
London: Routledge, 2009. 193-214. Print.
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Figure 54 Taking from observations at La Salada, each of

five primary assembly types provide a specific adaptability

comprised of a ombination of two ideas: Versatility, or the

"ability of a building to accomodate a variety of uses without

the need of comprehensive remodeling," and flexibility, or

"the ease with which... parts of the building can be rede-

signed or remodelled so as to accomodate new uses."' The

property of being movable is a third addition to this defini-

tion.

a

flexible / movable
scaffold

flexible
concrete frame

vertical transitions, seating, utilities, vending

b

flexible / versatile / movable
lightweight vault truss / concrete frame

flexible / movable
lighweight panel

specialized activity, administration, services

1 Tornqvist, 204-205.
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c

versatile
longspan vault truss

freeformed activity, vending, logistics

d

flexible / versatile
concrete frame

freeformed activity, vending, logistics, parking

e

flexible
concrete frame

vertical transitions, offices, housing
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3.2. Testing a Scenario Through Design

j.

Table 2 Market Space Summary - La Salada Fair

Land Coverage % of Total Market

UseType (m^2) (206,164 m^2)

External 53,033 26% Ab_

Internal 128,380 62%

Table 2: Market Space Summary - Proposed Test Scenario

Land Coverage % of Total Market
UseType (m^2) (51,739 m^2)

External 17,485 34% _

Internal 20,723 40%

Figure 55 Compared distribution of external, internal, and shared program between La Salada Fair and the proposed scenario.
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Table 3: Proposal Area Summaries

Use # Floors Area mA2

Covered pavilions (internal market) 2 20,723

strips-no corners 1 7066

small mixed units 2 3852

covered soccer 3 6466

corner strip towers - 13 3 3674

total 41,781

Uncovered main path 1 731

main path 2 1,071

along footpath 3,432

soccer 1 (not covered) 4,615

soccer 2 6,064

courtyards 524

1,048

total 20,917
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Year 1

Figure 58 Sample scenario in year 1.94



hard basin boundaries grassy mounds built on Landfil rubble

shared textile production facili- training facility
ties

utilities & service hub

Figure 59 Sample scenario in year 3.

Year 3
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Year 5

Figure 60 Sample scenario in year 5.96



mixed workshop & housing

/

Figure 61 Sample scenario in year 20.

Year 20

housing
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Figure 62 View of proposed factory-market development scenario from existing lightrail Line along Southern edge of site.98
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Figure 63 View of first soccer field from upper level of a corner market pavilion. 99



4. Reflections

Conclusion

Drawing from the example of La Salada Fair in pe-

ripheral Buenos Aires, the thesis investigated the role

of regional as well as fine-grained spatial principles in

the success of a large, extra-legal commercial settle-
ment in advanced stages of development. A concep-
tual proposal for a relocated and better-integrated
factory-market evolved from a critique of these spatial
principles. Determining that variety, participation,
and gradual development drove the physical character
of the study case, the proposal experimented with a
design methodology centered on a game. Taking a

sample outcome of the game, a design was elaborated

and then evaluated against the original criteria. The

most dominant criterion was to accommodate a re-

silient social structure amenable to culture-building

play, shaped by the observation that sustained cultural

identification had been the driver of the enduring suc-

cess of La Salada.

Several conclusions arose in the process of completing
the proposal which return to the question of maintain-

ing design imperative when faced with preconditions

of variety, participation, and gradual unfolding. In the

context of this particular game, one found that variety

and participation is cultivated with specific elements
and at specific stages.

The most recognizable spatial variety was introduced
by making rules that, first and foremost, responded
to landscape (particular topography). This contextual
emphasis exaggerated the already high level of impact
that first moves tend to make on a design. Moreover,
formal differentiation at the building-scale was a re-
sult of built components that were embedded with
constructs for flexibility and versatility, as well as a

result of simply providing a wide spectrum of formal

options operating on a single logic. Of course, a vari-

ety of possible schemes was also an intended result of
the participation of others.

Participation was defined by the opportunity for the
park authority, cooperative groups, and individual

cooperative members to decide on the particular
location of additive moves. The game also provided
the opportunity for a client group to create their own
"goals of gameplay" which would shape the evaluation
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phase. The pursuit of these goals acted separately from

the pursuit of the designer's own goals, which were

secured within other components- the board, rules,

and components.

The proposal also took into account the contingency

of the ultimate outcome on prolonged, gradual un-

folding. To counterbalance the uncertainty that this

presented, the design attempted to secure the most

important objectives in the first stages of develop-

ment. Prioritizing play and resilient phenomenologi-

cal experience, first moves established soccer fields as

the dominant geometrical device and a circulation

structure tied to "deep structure" of the site, in this

case, topography and water flow. Furthermore, certain

early moves, in the context of real-world application,

relied on retrospection, considering the density of

inhabitation as it unfolded thus far. For example, one

move required the densification of the most actively-
used intersections of the path with the soccer field.

Also, in order to survive a long span of time, the rules

of development needed to be built on ideas describ-

able in simple, enduring terms.

In a broader sense, this methodology can help to ce-

ment the designer's decisions into an urban scheme by

providing transparency of logic: although the design is

conceived of holistically, it is deliberate in separating

individual criteria into particular elements of the design.

This transparency may help to add precision to a discus-

sion with other people of a particular design rationale,

thus safeguarding the larger design concept. Attempting

to premeditate or choreograph the entrance points for

others is a strategy for reinforcing design control.

The essence of urban design is nearly always addi-
tive: creative vision is either informed by or formed

in spite of that which is already present on the site.

Masterplans are additive in this regard, and they of-

ten attempt to complete, re-orient, or repair existing

open-space frameworks. Large masterplans generally

profess an incremental quality, but this is often the

outcome of a reverse-incremental process in which

the final vision is elaborated to the fullest and then

subdivided into parts for phased construction. In

practice however, masterplans are often redeveloped

at the end of each such phase. As a result, re-visioning

is a frequent occurrence.

The game presents a metaphor which compresses this

iterative process into the designer's initial scheme. It

presents a framework for collective evaluation and

anticipates distributed actions, while upholding the

role of the designer.
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On the Use of a Game

To generalize, the project sets up a framework for ar-

riving at a series of very different, minimal design ar-
rangements that are all at least "acceptable" in light of

certain A) landscape and B) relational requirements.

The results are predictable in these two types of crite-

ria, plus in the C) design of the modules themselves,

which are designed to be amenable to a certain trajec-

tory of growth, evolution, and informality.

A key purpose of the game is to serve as a framework

for the city, with community, to evaluate their options
while falling within the designer's chosen hierarchy of
concerns. Many of the solutions would be unaccept-
able by the group's standards: they are the "losers"
in light of the gameplay goals chosen by the group.
These criteria involves enough subjectivity or tradeoff

between them to prevent them from being prescribed
within the board, the rules, and the components, etc.

Unlike a computerized process, this game is an at-

tempt to show how an algorithm might get messy

by facilitating intuitive choice or preference. Of
course, most abstract games are generally algorithms

that hand-off the outcome to intuition, randomness,

choice, or skill. The proposed game emphasizes hu-

man choice over the randomness and keeps the algo-

rithm loose so that there is enough functional variety

between outcomes to foster discussion.

One may critique of the use of a game to begin with.

The tendency of a game towards abstraction may result

in greater conceptual clarity but serve as a hindrance
to design nuance. In personal terms, I found it help-
ful for organizing variables and process, but somewhat
demanding in the later stages of the project because it

called for the design of a manipulatable artifact. The

concept of a boardgame demands that the pieces have

a certain modular quality and regularity at a particular

scale. An initial decision to relate modules symmetri-

cally and size them similarly (like pawns in a chess
game) had created the most awkward simplification.

In the final iteration, I chose to differentiate modules

to a greater extent with form, dimension and nested
relationships, but most of these finer-grained details
would not show up within the course of gameplay.
Socioeconomics: If the study of La Salada is truly to
be taken as a series of "lessons," rather than hypotheses,
a more precise socio-economic lens is needed. Thus, a
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Further Research & Design

crucial next step is to further verify the influence of
space considerations on commercial settlements in
light of economic principles.

It would be a mistake to see this study as an attempt to
glorify the aesthetics of an impoverished environment.
On the contrary, it is an attempted foray into the study
of an essentially socioeconomic phenomenon, observ-
ing the physical artifact (and inhabitation of it) as
simply one of many possible clues into its innerwork-
ings. For example, one must appreciate the fact that
certain qualities of the market which are admirable
from afar, such as the collective or egalitarian ethos, is
also deeply tied to an economic condition that masks
a more important schema of captialist differentiation.
Ananya Roy warns of this "mythicized community"
in the study of informal settlements.' Thus, the thesis
has attempted to steer each observation in the study of
La Salada back to a preliminary hypothesis about real
socioeconomic prominence of the market. Further re-
search should attempt to verify each spatial hypothesis
with respect to economic principles and qualify each
with more involved empirical study with consitutents
of the place.

Furthermore, this type of inquiry must not be inter-
preted as a ce.ehrntion of "a utopian recovery of Third
1 "Transnational Trespassings: The Geopolitics of
Urban Informality." Urban Informality: Transnational Per-
spectives from the Middle East, Latin America, and South
Asia. Eds. Ananya Roy and Nezar Alzayad. Lanham, MD:
Lexington Books, 2004. 289-313.

World urban communities," as Roy describes the
prevailing urban planning idiom of the last decade.2

To avoid this outcome, the thesis is critical of the fair.
It argues that while the fair has been successful in fill-
ing a certain void that mainstream culture, the formal
sector or government has failed to fill, it is not itself a
perfect solution to chronic poverty, nor to the predic-
ament of the migrant worker. One should note that
the final spatial lesssons extracted from La Salada are
not particularly limited to application within a third-
world or informal context and should not be able to
limit or handicap a development enterprise. On the
contrary, outlined strategies aim to benefit any large
collective development project. Future empirical re-
search could begin to clarify the transferability of such
strategies to this broader context. Targeted research
could more precisely analyze physical characteristics
of La Salada to verify whether each is truly a strategy

rather than a result of socioeconomic limitation.

Engaging a Real Client: As mentioned in the pro-
posed program, the PROSUR-run textile business
incubator near Parque Indoamericano could benefit
from the study of La Salada during the development
of their expansion scheme. The applicability of lessons
needs further investigation in light of a general differ-
ence in scale between the two. Moreover, while the
competitive relationship between La Salada and the
enterprises within the PROSUR-run textile business
incubation center is felt on real terms by enterprise

2 lbid, p.294.
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owners, further research is required to examine the

actual overlap of their market bases. In other words, a

better understanding of the known crossover between

formal and informal marketplaces is needed.

On the other hand, many of the lessons drawn from

the La Salada are about culture-making and might be

applicable to any type of commercial enterprise seek-

ing to reinforce their cultural relevance. These lessons

could be most readily considered by PROSUR.

Incidentally, the city has recently begun masterplan-

ning efforts for the large public open spaces of Com-

mune 8. This includes the Parque Indoamericano

site. Like this design proposal, the official efforts have

economic development objectives for a low-income

population as well as environmental overtones. The

design proposal might be further refined in light of

these officially mandated objectives.

Landscape Pragmatism: A key idea in the proposal's

first phase is to use existing landscape to one's advan-

tage when on a limited initial budget. This is one of

many reasons for working with existing topography,

for example, to establish an appropriately sloped soc-

cer field, or to identify a stormwater infiltration area.

For the purpose of maintaining clarity, the exercise

continued to emphasize topography throughout the

larger life of the proposed settlement. Of course,

there is also a need to balance this attitude with one

which modifies topography for the sake of achieving

an efficient use of land. Further design investigation

should continue to find a balance between adopting

and modifying landscape, particularly in the context

of sensitive, lowlying areas. This is a key design prob-

lem for Buenos Aires, which, facing both scarcity of

land and rapid growth, has no choice but to imagine

a significant level of occupation within such low-lying

areas.

Participatory Planning: Further research could re-

late the experiment with the game to previous experi-

ments using games as a participatory framework for

design, and moreover, to other types of participatory

tools. In particular, one could more closely examine

the practical rationale of using a game from the

point of view of a planning practictioner. How can

enhanced participation help to more effectively and

efficiently gauge development options? Can it help

to prevent costly future mistakes or help to increase

client acceptance of a project? Embedded within the

proposal is a faith in the contribution of the design

discipline, which leads the proposed game to be more

prescriptive than a toolkit but less prescriptive than a

masterplan. Future research should experiment with

the use of the game alongside a toolkit or masterplan.

Theoretical inquiry can examine whether integrating

this type.of designer-prescribed design process is more

successfully 'democratic' than an alternative tool used

alone.

Design Methodology: The methodological experi-

ment undertaken by this thesis can lead one down

several paths. Further integration can be made with

the following design discourses.

- Algorithmic or 'arametric" urban design. The atti-

tude taken by the thesis is that pattern-based design
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should be highly contextual, based on fieldwork, with
the goal of sustaining a deep connection to culture.

A rich urban environment fulfills many layers of crite-

ria. Yet, in the context of a game, each additional de-

sign criteria adds a level of complexity which can be a

hindrance to gameplay, unless cleverly absorbed by the

structure of the game itself. It is understandable how

complex criteria may call for more sophisticated pro-
cessing software than a simple boardgame can handle.

Relational Urbanism is an example of the trajectory of

this type of thinking. For architects Enriqueta Llabres

and Eduardo Rico, even a highly digitized algorithmic

design process is a method for generating a variety of
options for human discussion, rather than for deter-

mining absolutely optimal solutions.3 Further work

could introduce greater processual sophistication to
the proposal.

- Urban design based on active processes rather than

on preconceived forms. The thesis design proposal

formulates an urban structure around concepts of

performance space through interventions correspond-
ing to variable landscape, evolving activites and scales

of occupation.4 This meant that the shape of the

larger urban plan was, to a certain degree, improvised

and irregular. Later, the assemblage of commercial,

productive, and learning spaces were based on an

understanding of each program as dissected into an

array of fundamental activities. Spaces were provided

3 Rico, Eduardo, and Enriqueta Llabres. "In Prog-

ress: Relational Urbanism." MIT, Cambridge. 22 March 2012.

Lecture.

4 Spirn, 121.

recognizing the commonalities between these activi-
ties across programs. In this way, final forms were not
preconceived from the start.

This was not always true. For example, there was a
deliberate attempt to build a marked monumental-
ity around large rectalinear fields, whose shape and
dimension are prescribed by the rules of soccer. How-
ever, the delineation of these fields was intended to go
beyond the sport to to fulfill the social role of certain

performance spaces.

As a result, the final urban form is a combination
of both organic assemblages and recognizable forms,
each correlated to its own scale of operation. Contem-
porary design discourse polarizes these two approaches

to urbanism into completely unrelated schools, when
in reality, there is clearly an important relationship
between the two. It would be interesting to explore
the character of this relationship in future fieldwork
and design.
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www.panoramio.com/photo/6009832>.

Fig. 14
Olmo Calvo. Celebracion Boliviana en Buenos Aires.
2010. Photograph. Flickr, Buenos Aires. Web. 22
May 2012.
d'Angiolillo, Julian, dir. Hacerme Feriante (Become a Stall
Holder). Magoya Films, 2010. Stills from DVD.

Fig. 65
Hillier, Bill, and Julienne Hanson. The women' network

of Fig. 124. Drawing. The Social Logic of Space. Cam-
bridge: Cambridge University Press, 1989. Hillier, Bill,
and Julienne Hanson. The men's network of Fig. 124.

Drawing. The Social Logic of Space. Cambridge: Cam-

bridge University Press, 1989.
Hillier, Bill, and Julienne Hanson. The men' and women's
network of Fig. 124. Drawing. The Social Logic of Space.

Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1989.
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Appendix A: Experimenting with Generative Processes & Mapping Social Structure

Transitioning from case analysis to design, it became
clear that, with regard to the commercial function of
the proposal, the question was not "how to design
an optimized factory-market" but instead, "how to
design an open-space structure that is amenable to
the greatest interaction and transparency" between
inhabitant and stranger, or rather, producer and con-
sumer. Moreover, in the abstract context of the game,
it seemed the question had to be answered by measur-
able or "objective" terms. Upon realizing this, I turned
to descriptive techniques proposed by Bill Hillier in

The Social Logic of Space.

The idea that social structures across cultures, though
unique and idiosyncratic, could be dissected by a
similar topological vocabulary, was intriguing. Once
mapped, one can view a hierarchy of spaces, shallow
and deep. These topology maps suggest that there is
a correlation between control relationships and the
"ring-iness" vs "tree-ness" of the spatial network.

Moreover, Hillier presents the idea that an incremental
additive process, reinforced by a particular sustained

societal behavior, could perpetuate a distinct pattern

of continuous and fragmented space over time. Some

spaces are related spatially (they attracted one another
due to adjacency and proximity, and perpetuated a

spatial identity), while others are related "transpa-

tially" (they retained a group identity through similar

program, form, or ceremony, politics etc.).

I experimented with the idea of predetermining social

structure in the game by prescribing an initial "map"

of key beads along a ring. (See Appendix B for process

drawings.) This turned out to be too cumbersome and

prescriptive for the context of an open-ended game

that was meant to spur group discussion.

The Social Logic of Space also presented a theory of
open-space formation based on a "clump" generative
process. A simple real-world example (name it!) with

which simple clump-generative processes, operating

on a simple rule (open-spaces attach to existing open
spaces) and a simple pairing (1 open + 1 enclosed

space), resulted in an ever-expanding field of continu-
ous open-space rings and isolated islands of enclosure.'

I experimented with the incremental formation of
fabric without a pre-determined circulation path.

This also lent itself well to a weak programming of
space. Instead of grouping spaces based on program,
the larger scheme would simply delineate activities
based on their spatial requirements- open, covered

or enclosed. Each tiny addition may have a defined

program- vending, production, education, or play.

But, "fuzzy zoning" by space types would systemati-

cally force dissimilar programs to be grouped together.

Meanwhile, a flexible yet continuous path, formed by
open spaces embedded within each module, would tie

these islands together over time. This provided for the

5 Hillier, Bill, and Julienne Hanson. The Social Logic

of Space. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1989.
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desired interaction between dissimilar programs (most
importantly production and consumption), as well as

promoted an evenly ring-like continuity, amenable to

the interaction of inhabitant and stranger. (images of

process drawings and Hillier's book)

In the aftermath, it seems that this "clump" generative

process can adapt to landscapes, facilitate a flexible ex-

pansion timeline of the tiniest of pieces while creating

a large variety of semi-public spaces, strung together

by a winding, continuous public path. However, such

an unpredictable arrangement process proved to be

desirable only at certain scales. Once one zoomed

out a bit, beyond an area the size of a megablock, it

became frustrating not to be able to predefine a path.

I argue that the definition of infrastructural or circu-

lation paths is still an important first step at larger

scales.

Whether or not the ultimate design of fabric was suc-

cessful, and whether or not this kind of rule-based sys-

tem would be able to sustain itself over time, among

many hands, I argue that Hillier's insight was helpful

in imagining of alternative strategies for design con-

trol and variety within an incremental system.

In a rough way, the definition of open-space structure

became a method for the evaluation of outcomes.

Nonetheless, I question whether this syntax can be

used except for in purely inductive way.
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FIgure 65 Hillier's "naive experiment" with aggre-
gating dyads representing hypothetical women's and
men's networks.

Figure 64 Experiments in free-forming

beaded rings of open space. Figure 66 Experiments in using

generate inner-block circulation.
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